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Concept
This book is a quick travel guide oriented to budget travelers who

want to travel to Barcelona and get the most out their visit, without
having to break the bank. Whether they traveling for business or
pleasure, or have a tiny budget, the book provide comprehensive and
insider tips. This book was designed from the ground up to give
readers the kind of insider information they need to get the most out of
Barcelona in every way they can imagine. Whether they are a first time
visitor to Barcelona or a seasoned traveler returning once more, this
book have a wealth of information to offer to them. Though this book
will give readers a good overview to all things Barcelona, the author
encourage them to read more in- depth articles by visiting his website
Barcelona Budget. They will also find plenty of budget tips in his Blog,
where they can also share their thoughts.

Barcelona‘s climate makes it an excellent holiday choice during any
time of year. Its warm summers and mild winters ensure there are
always things to do, making it easier to plan readers trip during the off-
season to catch those better rates. Barcelona has dozens of attractions
to spark the varied interests of any traveler such as shopping, history,
animals, architecture and sports. Barcelona is one of the most beautiful
cities in the world. It has been home to some very famous artists such
as Pablo Picasso and Salvador Dali. There are many art galleries, lush
public spaces, and beautiful architecture to explore in Barcelona.

The best way to find the best rates on airline tickets is to travel
during the week and travel on late at night flight. If readers book their
flight online, it‘s best to use a site that compares the prices of multiple
travel sites and airlines. Sometimes sites specialize in last minute deals.
With the internet, it is also very easy to see and plan routes on the
public transportation system in Barcelona. Readers don‘t have to stay
in five star hotels to have a great time on their trip to Barcelona. If
readers have no problem sharing a room with other people, using
hostels can be a great way to save money while travelling.

Many people might not realize that Barcelona has 9 different
beaches within the city limits. With nine different beaches to choose
from, including Nova Icaria, Bogatell, Mar Bella, Nova Mar Bella,
Llevant, Somorrostro, Barceloneta, Sant Miquel, and San Sebastian

Beach, there is no shortage of beaches for people to enjoy a swim at.
Visiting the beach in Barcelona is not just about swimming in the sea,
or playing volleyball on the pitch. Several of the beaches in Barcelona
have restaurants and bars, which means that people can enjoy a drink

and Spanish tapas while still experiencing the fun and excitement of
visiting the beach.

If readers can’t stay in the water forever, Barcelona‘s beaches are
close to a city that boasts plenty to do. They can explore Roman
remains and other ancient landmarks. Pablo Picasso called Barcelona
home, and Barcelona has museums dedicated to him. Las Ramblas is
the lively part of the town, with shops, markets, theatres and an opera
house. Readers can also visit the Columbus Monument, an enormous
monument to Christopher Columbus that stands 200 feet tall.
Architect Antoni Gaudi created some of the city‘s beautiful buildings
and an outdoor park. But if not everybody loves beaches, architecture,
art and shopping, Barcelona is also famous for its great football.

Readers will learn about 5 Museums in Barcelona and how they can
get free entry to them. These are only a few examples of the many other
museums where they can enter for free. When democracy was
established in Spain, after many years of dictatorship, the Catalan
government determined the importance of having a museum that
represented the Catalan national heritage and identity. This was the
principle for the creation of the Catalonia History Museum. The
Natural Science Museum of Barcelona was founded over 130 years ago
and is housed in three centers which are located in different areas of
the city. The Natural Science Museum of Barcelona has its origins back
to the end of the 19th century, when the collections of the naturalist
Francesc Martorell i Peña were donated to the city, that later become
the first public museum of Barcelona.

Museu F rederic Mares was opened in 1946 in part of the former
royal palace which was once home to the Counts of Barcelona, located
in the heart of Barcelona‘s Gothic Quarter. The collection is divided
into two main sections: the sculpture collection and a collection of
everyday objects and collectors‘items. The Music Museum of Barcelona
opened the doors to the public in 2007 in the building of L‘Auditori
(the concert hall known as auditorium) and showcases a collection of
nearly 500 musical instruments from various cultures and periods,
which is considered the most important in Spain. The Palau de la
Virreina is a beautiful baroque building located on the famous Las
Ramblas, and is house of the Barcelona Culture Institute, which is a
public institution, created by the Barcelona City Council to foster
cultural activities in the city, as well as the events in La Virreina Image
Centre. The program of La Virreina includes exhibitions related to
photography, art, audiovisual works, literary festivals, digital
documentation, lectures, book publishing and more.
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